
 Rehabilitation and Education Section, I-Lan Prison, Agency of Corrections, Ministry of 

Justice. October 2023. 

Date  Work contents 

4th of Oct. Competitions of Gomoku in October 2023 

12th of Oct. 

The Popularization for Financial Management in October 

2023. 

17th of Oct.  Inmates Religion Family Support Day 2023 
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I-Lan Prison, Agency of Corrections, Ministry of 
Justice. Record of Educational Event 1st  

Activity  Competitions of Gomoku of I-LAN Prisoners in October 2023 

Date  4th of October.  

Content 

The I-Lan prison is promoting good sports and entertainments 

for inmates, they held a Gomoku competition on 4th of October. 

Those sports can train their body and mind, Also educate their 

personality. There are 75 inmates joint the competition with 

excellent skills in the harmonic ending.  

  

Scene if the contest Scene of the contest 

  

Scene of the contest Scene of the contest 



 

 

I-Lan Prison, Agency of Corrections, Ministry of 
Justice. Record of Educational Event 2nd  

Activity  The Popularization for Financial Management in Sep. 2023 

Date  12th of October 

Content  

I-Lan Prison held a popularization for financial management 

cooperating with Bank Bureau of financial government at 11th 

workshop on 12th of Oct.2023. To control you financial issue is 

not that difficult, the idea of saving and the attitude of spending 

money is: save more, spending less. Income should be always 

more than outcome. The risk of investment is: there is always 

something unpredictable, to invest something you should 

consider the risk and time. 

  Scene of the event Scene of the event 

  

Scene of the event Scene of the event 



 

I-Lan Prison, Agency of Corrections, Ministry of 
Justice. Record of Educational Event 3rd 

Activity  Inmates Religion Family Support Day 2023 

Date  17th of October 

Content  

I-Lan Prison held a Inmates Religion Family Support Day event 

on 17th of October 2023. Before the event Ministry of Justice 

also came to I-Lan prison to popularized the idea of Anti-corrupt 

election to inmates and their Families members. The event was 

leaded by The Prison Fellowship Christianity, which is Luodong 

Church, They leading the inmates and their families to interact 

each other, to create same topic of conversations, and the idea of 

same value, to repair their relationship of family also increase 

the connections of their family bonding, therefore to let inmates 

feel the support and caring from their families, whole scene was 

full of joy and ended up with full of love. 

 

 
Secretary Wang in the event Ministry of Justice in the event  

  

Scene of the event Scene of the event 


